
 
 

Before the Wisconsin Elections Commission 
 

             _____ 
        ) 
        ) 
In the Matter of:      ) 

       )  
Jill Stein Campaign Request for Access to Software ) Final Commission Decision 
Components Pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 5.905  ) 

         ) 
        ) 

       ) 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
This matter comes before the Wisconsin Elections Commission (“Commission”) for final decision on a 
request for access to software components filed pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 5.905(4):  “If a valid petition for 
a recount is filed under s. 9.01 in an election at which an electronic voting system was used to record 
and tally the votes cast, each party to the recount may designate one or more persons who are authorized 
to receive access to the software components that were used to record and tally the votes in the 
election.”  Wis. Stat. § 5.905(4).   
 
The Commission received a request from a valid party to the 2016 General Election recount, the Jill 
Stein Campaign for President (“campaign”).  Since the request was received, the Commission has 
worked with the campaign and the two major voting equipment vendors (“vendors”) in this State 
(Election Systems & Software, Inc. and Dominion Voting Systems, Inc.) to devise a plan which grants 
access to software components used to record and tally votes cast that is reasonable, meaningful and 
consistent with both the letter of the statute and the statute’s intent. 
 
The commission has previously made unanimous decisions on several aspects of the campaign’s request.  
This decision incorporates those actions and resolves issues related to software component access after 
consideration of the competing review plans submitted by the vendors and the campaign. 
 
The associated documents and software components identified by an accredited Voting Systems Testing 
Lab (VSTL) are incorporated here, are part of the full administrative record for this matter and are 
addressed in subsequent narrative sections of this final decision. 
  
Upon consideration of the written materials and oral testimony provided to the Commission, a final 
decision in this matter is issued herein. 
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I.  GENERAL BACKGROUND 
 
A. Electronic Voting Systems in Wisconsin 
 
Wisconsin law requires a voting system to be certified before use in an election.  All electronic voting 
systems used in Wisconsin during the 2016 General Election had been certified on both the federal and 
state level.   Federal testing is coordinated by the Election Assistance Commission (EAC) and voting 
systems are tested to the standards outlined in the 2005 Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (2005 
VVSG).  The testing prescribed by the 2005 VVSG includes source code review, verification of system 
components and functional testing that includes a security assessment.  The 2005 VVSG outlines the 
objectives of the security standards for voting systems as: 
 

• Protect critical elements of the voting system 
• Establish and maintain controls to minimize errors 
• Protect the system from intentional manipulation, fraud and malicious mischief 
• Identify fraudulent or erroneous changes to the voting system 
• Protect secrecy of the voting process 

Systems certified for use in Wisconsin before the adoption of the 2005 VVSG were tested to the 
previous iteration of those standards, which also include security testing of the system.  In addition to 
these certification requirements, all systems approved for use in Wisconsin must be paper ballot-based 
or produce a Voter Verified Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT) that allows a voter to confirm their selections 
before casting a ballot.   
 
There were eleven different voting systems in use in Wisconsin during the 2016 General Election.  
Three of these systems include Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) touchscreen voting machines that 
record and tally votes, while the other eight systems include optical scan tabulators.   Optical scan 
tabulators read votes marked on paper ballots as they are inserted in the machines to produce election 
results.  All voting equipment used in this election was required to be publicly tested no sooner than ten 
days before Election Day.  The purpose of the public test is to confirm the accuracy of the election 
programming and to ensure the voting equipment is functioning properly before being used in the 
election.   
 
B. 2016 General Election 
 
For the 2016 General Election in Wisconsin, 2,976,150 total votes were cast for the Office of President, 
with 2,447,462 ballots processed by optical scan tabulators and 299,503 votes cast on DRE touchscreen 
voting machines.  The Wisconsin Elections Commission (WEC) did not receive any reports of voting 
system failure during the 2016 General Election that would indicate any voting machines were 
compromised in a manner that would prevent them from accurately recording and tallying votes.  
 
C. 2016 General Election Recount 
 
In addition to the original canvassing of votes after the 2016 General Election, election results in 
Wisconsin were subject to a statewide recount for the Office of the President.  Recount law in Wisconsin 
identifies the county board of canvassers as the body responsible for conducting a recount for a 
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statewide office and Wis. Stat. §5.90(1) permits the county board of canvassers to employ voting 
machines to recount the ballots.  The county board of canvassers can also decide to hand count all 
ballots cast for the office subject to recount.  During the recount, WEC records indicate roughly 58 
percent of all ballots were counted by hand with the remaining percentage processed with the assistance 
of optical scan tabulators.   
 
The recount began on December 1, 2016 and the recount results were certified by the WEC twelve days 
later.  Counties that chose to employ voting machines to conduct the recount did so with reprogrammed 
memory devices that mirrored the original Election Day programming.  Several counties rented high-
volume optical scan tabulators that allowed them to process ballots at a higher rate than the optical scan 
tabulators regularly used at the polling place level.   
 
The results of the recount did not identify any systematic failure or tampering with voting equipment 
during the 2016 General Election.  The recount process did identify a number of election official errors 
that are represented in the difference between the original canvass results and the recount results.  Some 
of these errors include incorrectly rejected absentee ballots and votes for registered write-in candidates 
that were not tallied in accordance with the law.  Ultimately, the certified results following the recount 
changed very little from the original results – with Donald Trump gaining 844 votes, Hillary Clinton 
gaining 713 votes for a net gain of 131 votes for Donald Trump out of almost 3 million votes cast.   
 
D. Post-Election Audit – 2016 General Election 
 
In addition to the statewide recount for the Office of President, the WEC was also required to administer 
a post-election voting equipment audit after the 2016 General Election.  Participants in the audit are 
selected at random and the sample selected is designed to include a representative amount of each type 
of voting equipment used during the General Election. The audit was originally postponed until after the 
conclusion of the recount and was ultimately limited to municipalities who used optical scan voting 
equipment during the recount.  In total, thirty-two reporting units originally selected to conduct post-
election voting equipment audits were determined to be subject to audit.  The results of the audit indicate 
both the accessible voting equipment and tabulation equipment used and audited for the 2016 General 
Election recorded and tabulated votes as expected and according to certification standards. The audit 
results indicated there were no identifiable bugs, errors, or failures of the tabulation voting equipment, 
and that discrepancies identified during the audit were the result of human error when conducting the 
audit. 
 
E. Commission Confidence in Performance of Electronic Voting Systems for 2016 General 
Election 
 
The combination of evidence outlined above supports the Commission’s belief that voting equipment 
accurately recorded and tallied votes in Wisconsin during the 2016 General Election.  Voting systems 
used during this election were certified on both the federal and state level and the programming for these 
machines was verified during required pre-election public testing.  In addition, several post-election 
procedures also served to verify both the performance of the voting systems and the actual outcome of 
the election for the Office of President.  The significant number of ballots that were hand-counted during 
the statewide recount would have identified election results that were altered as a result of voting 
machine malfunction or tampering.  The recount results either did not identify any discrepancies with 

http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/statutes/statutes/5/III/90
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the original election results or identified issues that were the result of local election official error and not 
attributed to the inability of the voting equipment to accurately record and tally votes.  The post-election 
voting equipment audit added a final verification that election results produced by voting machines were 
accurate. 
     
F.  Campaign’s Request for Access 
 
On December 6, 2016, the Wisconsin Elections Commission (“WEC” or “Commission”) received an 
email from the Jill Stein for President campaign requesting access to the software components that were 
used to record and tally the votes in the November 2016 General Election pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 
5.905(4).  Consistent with the statute, the email request designated individuals that were authorized to 
receive access to the software components and requested that any written agreements the designated 
individuals needed to sign should be provided to the campaign so that access could be granted.   
 
Since the request was received, Commission staff had conversations with both representatives of the 
campaign and representatives of the vendors to collect information regarding which software 
components the parties believed were subject to review under the statute, what sort of non-disclosure 
agreement should be signed prior to access being granted, and what additional parameters should be in 
place to facilitate a review that is reasonable and meaningful.  In reaching its decision, the Commission 
has considered all of the submissions made by the campaign and the vendors in this matter.     
 

II. DISCUSSION 
 
A. Access to Software Components Per Wis. Stat. § 5.905 
 
Regardless of whether the Commission is confident the electronic voting systems produced accurate 
results for the 2016 General Election, Wis. Stat. § 5.905 contains mandatory language requiring that 
access to software components be provided if certain conditions are met.  The Commission “shall grant 
access” to the software components that were used to record and tally votes.  Wis. Stat. § 5.905(4).  The 
access is limited to parties of a recount and only if the parties or individuals designated by the parties 
enter into an agreement which obligates him or her to exercise the highest degree of reasonable care to 
maintain the confidentiality of all proprietary information to which the person is provided access.   

Determining what access to software components is permitted under Wis. Stat. § 5.905 is an issue of 
first impression for the Commission.  The Commission is not aware of any similar statutory provisions 
in other states that grant such unprecedented access to proprietary software used in electronic voting 
equipment.       

Wis. Stat. § 5.905 states in its entirety:   

5.905  Software components. 
(1) In this section, “software component" includes vote-counting source code, table 
structures, modules, program narratives and other human-readable computer instructions 
used to count votes with an electronic voting system. 
 
(2) The commission shall determine which software components of an electronic voting 
system it considers to be necessary to enable review and verification of the accuracy of the 
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automatic tabulating equipment used to record and tally the votes cast with the system. The 
commission shall require each vendor of an electronic voting system that is approved 
under s. 5.91 to place those software components in escrow with the commission within 90 
days of the date of approval of the system and within 10 days of the date of any subsequent 
change in the components. The commission shall secure and maintain those software 
components in strict confidence except as authorized in this section. Unless authorized under 
this section, the commission shall withhold access to those software components from any 
person who requests access under s. 19.35 (1). 
 
(3) The commission shall promulgate rules to ensure the security, review and verification of 
software components used with each electronic voting system approved by the commission. 
The verification procedure shall include a determination that the software components 
correspond to the instructions actually used by the system to count votes. 
 
(4) If a valid petition for a recount is filed under s. 9.01 in an election at which an electronic 
voting system was used to record and tally the votes cast, each party to the recount may 
designate one or more persons who are authorized to receive access to the software 
components that were used to record and tally the votes in the election. The commission shall 
grant access to the software components to each designated person if, before receiving 
access, the person enters into a written agreement with the commission that obligates the 
person to exercise the highest degree of reasonable care to maintain the confidentially of all 
proprietary information to which the person is provided access, unless otherwise permitted in 
a contract entered into under sub. (5). 
 
(5) A county or municipality may contract with the vendor of an electronic voting system to 
permit a greater degree of access to software components used with the system than is 
required under sub. (4). 

 
The software components contained in the electronic voting systems are part of the vendors’ 
intellectual property and are the product of significant research and development.  The software 
components which record and tally votes in this state are considered confidential and proprietary, 
and the Commission is responsible for maintaining that confidentiality.  Wis. Stat. § 5.905(2).  
The Commission must balance this responsibility with the campaign’s right to reasonable and 
meaningful access under the statute.   
 
B. Software Components Subject to Review 
 
Wis. Stat. § 5.905(2) tasks the Commission with determining which software components of an 
electronic voting system it considers to be necessary to enable review and verification of the accuracy of 
the automatic tabulating equipment used to record and tally the votes.  The Commission retained the 
professional services of Pro V & V, Inc. (“Pro V & V”) a U.S. Election Assistance Commission 
accredited Voting System Testing Laboratory (VSTL) to assist the Commission in making this 
determination. 
 
Pro V & V obtained a copy of the source code which had been escrowed by the vendors for each of the 
electronic voting systems used in the 2016 General Election.  Pro V & V reviewed the code versions for 

http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/statutes/5.91
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/statutes/19.35(1)
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/statutes/9.01
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/statutes/5.905(5)
http://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/statutes/5.905(4)
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each of the systems used and made determinations as to which pieces of the code “recorded and tallied” 
votes.  Pro V & V provided the Commission with a report, detailing the work that was completed and 
the results.  Along with the report, Pro V & V provided the Commission with “packages” of software 
code for each of the systems and code versions that were reviewed.  The “packages” isolated from the 
full source code contain only the components that Pro V & V believed were available for access under 
Wis. Stat. § 5.905.  A copy of the report issued by Pro V and V (Version 2), was adopted by the 
Commission at its March 2, 2018 meeting, and is included with this final decision at Attachment 1.  The 
“packages” are in possession of the Commission and available when the review occurs.     
 
Only software components and associated code versions that were in use for the 2016 General Election 
are subject to review.  A final list of the code available for review was approved by the Commission at 
its March 2, 2018 meeting, and is included with this final decision at Attachment 2.         
      
C. Confidentiality and Nondisclosure Agreement 
 
Wis. Stat. § 5.905(4) tasks the Commission with ensuring that before access to software components is 
granted, that the individual granted access “enters into an agreement with the commission that obligates 
the person to exercise the highest degree of reasonable care to maintain the confidentiality of all 
proprietary information to which the person is provided access…”   
 
The Commission approved a Confidentiality and Nondisclosure Agreement (“agreement”) that 
individuals, identified by the campaign as being authorized to receive access, must execute and provide 
to the Commission before access to the software components is granted.  The agreement was approved 
by the Commission at its January 31, 2018 meeting, and is included with this final decision at 
Attachment 3.         
 
D.  General Software Components Review Parameters 
 
At the Commission’s January 31, 2018 meeting, the Commission approved a memorandum containing 
general parameters for the review of software components under Wis. Stat. § 5.905.  These general 
parameters were required to provide groundwork to ensure that any review of software components 
would be done securely and that the vendors’ proprietary information would be protected during the 
review.   
 
As part of these basic parameters, the Commission asked the campaign to provide a review plan that 
would clearly set out how it envisioned the review would be conducted, including time needed, number 
of individuals that would be necessary to conduct the review and/or proposed methods.   
 
The parameters were approved by the Commission at its January 31, 2018 meeting.  The Commission’s 
action, including changes made by the Commission from the original staff recommendations, are 
reflected in the memorandum which is included with this final decision at Attachment 4.     
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E.  Software Components Review Plan 
 
The campaign and the vendors strongly disagree regarding the scope of the review required and 
authorized by Wis. Stat. §5.9095.  On February 15, 2018, the campaign submitted to the Commission its 
“Stein Campaign Review Plan.”  The plan proposed an election software component testing 
methodology called Open Ended Vulnerability Testing (OEVT), which involves multiple rounds of 
vulnerability hypothesis generation, refinement and testing, based on a combination of research and 
code review.  The plan proposed a three-phase process comprised of on-site code review, hypothesis 
generation and hypothesis testing, requiring an investment of 145 person-weeks and which would occur 
over a period of two and one-half months.   
 
The vendors submitted correspondence objecting to the campaign’s plan on February 26, 2018.  The 
Commission met on March 2, 2018 to discuss the parties’ submissions.  The Commission provided an 
opportunity for counsel representing the campaign and the vendors to present their arguments and 
answer Commissioners’ questions.  The Commission rejected the campaign’s request to adopt its plan 
and direct its implementation.  The Commission advised the campaign that it viewed the plan as more 
expansive than the statute contemplated, and requested that both parties submit proposed plans for the 
Commission’s further consideration. 
 
The campaign and the vendors submitted revised proposals on March 9, 2018.  The Commission met 
again on March 13, 2018 to consider the proposed plans.  Counsel for the campaign and the vendors 
again addressed the Commission and answered its questions in open session.  The Commission then 
convened in closed session to discuss the proposed plans and directed staff to draft a proposed decision 
as outlined below. 
 
The campaign’s “Alternative Plan” significantly reduced the requested amount of time involved and the 
scope of its proposed review compared to its original plan, but continued to propose use of the Open 
Ended Vulnerability Testing methodology.  The campaign asserted that the accuracy of the voting 
equipment in tallying and recording votes cannot be assessed without also evaluating the security of the 
voting system software, and that OEVT facilitates the discovery of flaws in voting system software 
architecture, design and implementation which can be exploited to change the outcome of an election.  
The campaign Alternative Plan proposed an examination period covering 33 days, consisting of three 
separate periods of on-site code review and testing separated by two periods of hypothesis generation. 
 
The vendors’ “Exemplary Review Plan” asserted that the campaign’s proposed OEVT analysis exceeds 
the scope of the software component access permitted by Wis. Stat. § 5.905.  The vendors’ 
recommended plan proposed black box testing using test ballots to observe how the voting equipment 
tabulators tally and record votes using the software components, similar to the process used by 
Commission staff as part of its voting equipment certification testing as well as that used by 
municipalities when conducting pre-election logic and accuracy tests.  The vendors’ plan proposed that 
the campaign be allowed to inspect the voting equipment tabulator audit logs to verify the integrity of 
the system’s preparation, operation and output.  The vendors’ proposed plan does not include actual 
viewing of the software source code or interaction with the software using automated code analysis tools 
or penetration testing, or any type of hypothesis generation and testing. 
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After considering the submissions of the parties and their arguments and following the Commission’s 
deliberations regarding the intent of Wis. Stat. § 5.905 and the scope of review authorized by that 
statute, the Commission has determined that neither plan adequately describes the access to the software 
components which must be provided to the campaign.  In short, the Commission has determined that the 
campaign’s proposed plan and its use of OEVT to assess the security and potential vulnerabilities of the 
voting equipment significantly exceeds the access described by the statute.  At the same time, the 
Commission has determined that the vendors’ proposed plan fails to allow an opportunity to actually 
review the software and assess whether any potential flaws exist in the source coding related to the 
accuracy of the vote tally and recording. 
 

III. FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
 
Based on the process and factors described above, the Commission makes the following findings and 
orders related to the review plan:   
 

A. The National Institutes of Standards and Technology (“NIST”) defines OEVT as follows: 

1.2 Definition of OEVT: Vulnerability testing is an attempt to bypass or break the security of a 
system or a device. Like functional testing, vulnerability testing can falsify a general assertion 
(namely, that the system or device is secure) but it cannot verify the security (show that the 
system or device is secure in all cases). Vulnerability testing is also referred to as penetration 
testing. Vulnerability testing can be performed using a test suite or it can be open-ended. Open 
ended vulnerability testing involves the testing of a system or device using the experience and 
expertise of the tester; using the knowledge of system or device design and implementation; 
using the publicly available knowledge base of vulnerabilities in the system or device; using the 
publicly available knowledge base of vulnerabilities in similar system or device; using the 
publicly available knowledge base of vulnerabilities in similar and related technologies; and 
using the publicly available knowledge base of vulnerabilities generally found in hardware and 
software (e.g., buffer overflow, memory leaks, etc.)1 
 

B.  Use of the OEVT methodology in the process of providing the campaign with access to the 
voting equipment software components is denied because its objective of testing the security and 
identifying potential security vulnerabilities in the software components is beyond the scope of 
Wis. Stat. § 5.905.  The purpose of the statute is to provide parties to a recount the opportunity to 
review the accuracy of the voting equipment’s vote-tallying software, and to determine whether 
the tabulator interprets ballot markings correctly and accurately.  The OEVT methodology is 
focused on security and penetration testing, and determining whether any vulnerabilities exist 
that could potentially be exploited to alter results after they are tabulated correctly, not on 
verifying the accuracy of the code that records and tallies the votes.   

 
 
 

                                                 
1 NIST, “Open Ended Vulnerability Testing for Software Independent Voting Systems”, May 16, 2007. 
https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/itl/vote/OEVT.pdf 
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C.  The Commission finds that, while the OEVT methodology was developed by the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (“NIST”), it has not been formally adopted into the NIST 
standards related to accuracy testing because its purpose is penetration and security testing.  The 
Commission considered the use of OEVT methodology as used in the review of voting 
equipment in the states of California and Ohio, and finds that Wis. Stat. § 5.905 does not permit 
or contemplate a similar “end to end” or “top to bottom” review or access.  The statute simply 
provides access to software components and does not mention the use of penetration testing to 
determine or verify accuracy, or the ability of a recount party to interact with or test the code to 
find hypothetical security flaws.  Potential or hypothetical flaws related to security that may or 
may not be discovered in escrowed software components have no bearing on whether the voting 
equipment accurately recorded and tallied votes cast in November 2016. 
 

D.  The Commission finds that the vendors’ proposed plan partially satisfies the intent of Wis. Stat. § 
5.905, because the accuracy of the software components which tally and record the votes can be 
evaluated only by observing the results of how the software interacts with the voting equipment 
hardware and actual test ballots.  The Commission concludes that the process outlined in the 
vendors’ Exemplary Review Plan shall be incorporated into the access provided to the campaign 
pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 5.905.  Based on representations made by counsel for the vendors at the 
Commission’s meeting of March 13, 2018, the campaign shall be allowed the opportunity to 
mark the test deck instead of the vendors.  As outlined in the vendors’ proposed plan, the 
campaign shall have access to the audit logs which otherwise are not made available to the public 
during other testing of the equipment by the Commission.  The vendors’ proposed plan also 
identified 100 test ballots as the standard to be used for testing each piece of equipment.  If the 
campaign deems this number of test ballots to be insufficient, the Commission reserves the right 
to alter the number of required tests ballots per piece of voting equipment. 
 

E.  The Commission further finds that the vendors’ proposed plan does not fully satisfy the 
requirements of Wis. Stat. § 5.905, which mandates access to the actual software components’ 
source code for whatever value that access has in evaluating the accuracy of the software 
components.  In order to ensure that “access” to the software components has some meaning, the 
Commission finds that the statute contemplates some physical access to and review of the code, 
and not simply a repeat of the same process utilized for testing and certification of the voting 
equipment, which is essentially the process proposed by the vendors (except for access to the 
audit logs).  While observation of the results of ballot tabulation by the voting equipment can 
demonstrate the accuracy of the software components, the Commission concludes that the statute 
contemplates more, regardless of whether providing access to the source code is the ideal method 
to verify accuracy of the equipment used.  The Commission cannot nullify the meaning of the 
term “access” in the statute by denying the campaign an opportunity to manually review the 
software components’ source code and use automated code analysis to evaluate its accuracy in 
tallying and recording votes. 
 

F.  In addition to the process described in paragraph III. D. above, the Commission directs that 
portions of the “Code Review” provisions of the campaign’s Alternative Plan shall be 
incorporated into the process for providing access to the software components.  Specifically, the 
campaign’s representatives may perform manual source code review and may also use automated 
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code analysis tools to analyze the source code for buffer overflows, memory leaks, dead code, 
and otherwise suspicious code. 
 

G.  The campaign’s source code review shall be performed using “read only” access and the 
campaign shall not interact with or perform testing of the software components.  The campaign 
shall be provided with access to view the source code on the screen with the assistance of pre-
approved tools to read the code, so the campaign can determine how the code tallies and records 
votes and whether it does so accurately.  The Commission specifically denies the campaign’s 
request to implement hypothesis generation and hypothesis testing as outlined in its Alternative 
Plan. 
  

H.  The Commission directs that the two components of the process for providing access to the 
software components – the source code review and the processing of test decks – shall be 
completed over a time period equivalent to that outlined in the campaign’s Alternative Plan – 12 
people for a 3-week period (36 person-weeks).  However, due to the administration of the Spring 
Election on April 3, 2018, any on site activities related to the campaign’s access shall commence 
no sooner than April 9, 2018.  The on-site review of source code and observation of the test deck 
results shall be completed within a period of 33 days.  The specific dates scheduled for 
completion of the process shall be determined by Commission staff after consultation with the 
campaign and the vendors. 
 

I.  The campaign and the vendors are each responsible for bearing their own costs in executing the 
review plan.  Representatives of the vendors may observe the campaign’s review of source code 
and test ballot process, and Commission staff is authorized to resolve or decide any issues or 
disputes related to the campaign’s access.  The Commission shall provide a secure location for 
the review process and storage of any equipment used for the duration of the review.     

  
This final decision and attachments constitute the Commission’s decision on the campaign’s request for 
access to software components pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 5.905 for purposes of judicial review.  This 
decision is final for purposes of judicial review of agency administrative decisions pursuant to the 
provision of Wis. Stat. § 227.53.  

This decision was approved by a 6-0 vote of the Wisconsin Elections Commission on March 15, 2018.   
 
 
Wisconsin Elections Commission 
 

   
Mark Thomsen, Chair       
 
March 15, 2018 
Date 
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